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Did you realize there is a movement to normalize anti-white hatred? It works with

white guilt and psych-op to dehumanize white people. They are working to

dehumanize "whiteness". Do not make the mistake of thinking this is an isolated

incident because it has been going on for ...

some time. I have collected nearly 100 articles in the last few yrs.

Today there was a whistleblower from Coca Cola, who revealed classes they were to take to learn how to "try to be less

white". The classes are provided by Linked In on Linked In.

Many large companies are not only doing diversity training, but "What It Means to be White" seminars. Inside our

government seminars are available. Recently we learned the Defense Secretary said he is going to root out extremism,

which we know means white supremacists aka Trump supporters. I do not think he was talking about the Muslim

Brotherhood, as he has been fine with them.
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A Federal contractor: "A filmmaker and policy researcher has posted online a series of documents showing how the federal

government required "white men" who work at Sandia National Laboratories to learn how to "deconstruct their white male

culture."(WND 8/13/20

The Smithsonian had an exhibit about whiteness, which was rather degrading to all sane people and enough people

complained and it was taken down. Josh Hawley slammed them pretty hard. https://t.co/A0dWCFz59O

Note the new committee in Congress to discuss reparations, which I believe will create a great deal of propaganda for the

Squad Omar, Tliab and Pressley, who openly have expressed their hatred for white people.

Also, and this is my opinion, to fund NGOs promoting the hatred of whites, as the Muslim Brotherhood, BLM affiliates, etc

and a divert funds to fill their own pockets.

1. There are people who believe this is moving towards white genocide, which has been happening in Africa. 2. White males

are the #1 target, of course that is because they are all "white supremacists", and you know where that is going since the

Democommies have gotten control.

3.Also there is a push to dehumanize whites because there is the hate culture, which is like the Nazi campaign against the

Jews.
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4.The Elitists would love to see a race war and this is a way to widen the divide and decrease the population.

Like we do not have enough to worry about.
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